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Abstract 
 
To overcome the health hazards related to the over dosage of radiopharmaceuticals, a study was conducted on 120 patients of 

different genders and age groups (from 10 – 50 years), who visited Punjab Institute of Nuclear Medicine (PINUM) at Faisalabad 

in Pakistan for thyroid scan. Patients were treated with different doses of Technitium-99m ranging from 1 to 5 mCi. Infinia 

Hawkeye-4 SPECT/CT was used to investigate Technitium-99m uptake measurements by thyroid. The results revealed that 

instead of presently used Technitium-99m dose of 3-10 mCi to get a thyroid scan in 1–4 min, the same scan can be acquired with 

a dose of 2-3 mCi in 4-8 min. The study helped to perform thyroid scan with a reduced dose of lowest activity to save patients, 

attendants and general public from hazardous effects of over dose of radioactive materials.  
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1. Introduction  

  

 Advancement in radiologic procedures to diagnose 

human diseases have had a significant impact on medical 

practice over the past few decades [1-3].  At present about 

2.3 million diagnostic radiation workers are engaged in 

using ionizing radiation for different nuclear imaging 

procedures in more than 10,000 hospitals worldwide [1-6]. 

These ionizing radiations also have environmental and 

hazardous effects, which include genetic mutations, 

hematopoietic system dysfunction, oxidative stress and 

immune dysfunction [7-11]. During radiotherapy, ionizing 

radiation generates free radicals in living tissues which can 

damage cell membranes, macromolecules including DNA 

and enzymes [12-14]. Physicians usually miscalculate the 

amount of radiation doses and their allied hazardous effects, 

such as cancer, the probability of which increases with dose 

[15-23]. Although, medical imaging procedures are carried 

out in the dose range of 5–15 mSv, yet there is 

epidemiologic proof of cancer risk associated with a dose of 

> 10 mSv which is further increased when a person 

undergoes numerous procedures [24-26]. Studies by 

Eisenberg et al. (2011) in the United States, involving one 

million adults (age 18 – 65 years), revealed increased cancer 

risk attributed to multiple procedures with cumulative dose 

> 50 mSv [24-29].  Although,  only  a  few  of  the  cancers  

 

 

diagnosed have been linked with direct exposure to radiation 

during medical imaging, however, a 2.5% risk of cancer 

occurrence for each 1000 mSv dose amongst persons aged 

40 to 60 years has been reported. Adding up of one new 

cancer in every two thousand patients receiving a 20 mSv 

dose has been attributed to radiation exposure for the 

duration of medical procedures which sounds the alarm of 

latent risk to radiation workers and inhabitants [30-34]. 

Besides, in oxford survey of childhood cancers (oscc), 

pediatric cancer mortality in off-springs was associated with 

diagnostic procedures involving exposure to radiations [35-

43]. Due to adverse socioeconomic conditions in developing 

countries, majority of the people live in small houses in a 

joint family system and the persons undergoing radiological 

treatment may not find isolation and there is a risk of 

exposure to other family members also, especially children. 

Besides, increasing cost and difficulties in purchase and 

transport of radio-isotopes from international market, it is 

has become need of the day to save the activity also. 

Therefore, an effort was made to perform thyroid scan with 

a reduced dose of lowest activity to save patients, attendants 

and general public from hazardous effects of over dose of 

radioactive materials. 
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 The most frequently used radioisotope in diagnosis 

is technetium-99m, with which some 30 million nuclear 

medicine procedures are carried out worldwide per year. 

Technitium-99m is considered most suitable for thyroid scan 

due to near physiological analogue of iodine and has a short 

half-life of only 6.02 hr and low energy gamma emission 

(140 keV) that can be efficiently collimated to study various 

aspects of thyroid [44]. Moreover, studies can be performed 

rapidly and accurately by administering milli curie 

quantities of activity without delivering a high radiation 

dose to the patient. Especially, thyroid uptake and 

scintigraphy with 
99m

Tc-pertechnetate is more useful than 

with 
131

I-iodide, for better image quality. The recent insight 

to mitigate hazard to patients is by taking up ‘as low as 

reasonably achievable (ALARA) approach’, realization of 

which is possible through technological innovations, by 

developing proper images with minimum radiation contact 

[34].  

 Here we report a study conducted on 120 patients 

of different age groups to achieve the thyroid scan with 

minimal dose of tecnitium-99m ranging from 1 to 5 mCi for 

different duration of exposure to radiation. 

2. Materials and Methods 

 A sterile solution of Tc-99m as sodium 

pertechnetate produced with technetium generator was 

eluted using a 0.9% sterile and end toxin free solution of 

sodium chloride from an alumina (Al2O3) chromatography 

column ready for the combination with an agent to form the 

radiopharmaceutical [45]. ‘Hot Lab’ was used to prepare 

radiopharmaceuticals for administration to the patients. Lead 

shield was used to reduce the radiation exposure. 

Radioactivity in vials and syringes was measured in dose 

calibrator (CRC-15) before administration to the patient 

[46,47]. One hundred and twenty (120) patients of different 

age groups (from 10 – 50 years) were administered different 

doses of Technitium-99m ranging from 1 to 5 mCi for 

different duration of exposure to radiation (Table 1). 

Gamma camera Infinia Hawkeye-4 SPECT/CT was used for 

thyroid scanning. Standard pinhole collimator was used for 

high resolution thyroid imaging [48]. 

 

3. Results and Discussion  

 To support health care providers, in September 

2006, society of nuclear medicine (SNM) agreed on the 

guiding principle for the cost-effective use and excellence in 

nuclear medicine procedures [50-51]. By comparing 

different radiopharmaceuticals for thyroid scintigraphy, Tc-

99m pertechnitate was given preference due to less 

expensive, more readily available and ease of rapid 

examination by administering milli Currie quantities of 

activity. Besides, technitium-99m isotope exhibits a very 

low energy level (~140 keV) for gamma emission, making it 

safer for use due to substantially-reduced ionization 

compared with other gamma emitters such as I-123 (159 

keV), I-124 (511/602 KeV) and I-131 (364/606KeV) [50-

53]. The range for administering the Tc-99m activity was 

suggested to be from 2 – 10 mCi. However, in the present 

study, thyroid scan was acquired with a reduced Tc-99m 

dose of  2 - 3 mCi in an acquisition time of 4 to 8 min.  

 

3.1. Relationship between injected activity of Tc-99m and 

acquisition count rate 

 Figure-1 clearly illustrate that by increasing the 

activity dose from 1 to 5 mCi, average count rate (cts/s) 

increases gradually from 530 to 990 cts/s which may affect 

the technicians, general public and family members of 

patient mainly children. Previously the hazardous effects of 

exposure to ionizing radiation have been mentioned by 

Boice et al., [38], Eisenberg et al., [28], Fazel et al., [29], 

and also reported in Ann ICRP 2007 and UNSCEAR 2000.  

Einstein et al., [7,25,26,31], Kim et al., [32] and Brenner et 

al., [33] also appraised the hazardous effects of ionizing 

radiation and cancer risk attributed to excessive radiation 

exposure.   

 

3.2. Relationship between Technitium-99m activity and 

acquisition time    

      The graph between doses of Technetium-99m versus 

acquisition time clearly shows that time of acquisition 

varied with respect to injected doses of Technitium-99m 

(Figure 2). By decreasing the dose from 5 to 1 mCi, the time 

of acquisition increased from 3 to 8 min approximately. The 

best dose for the patients of 10-15 year age group was found 

to be 1.89 mCi for the age group 15-20 years it was 2.52 

mCi and for 20-25 years patients, suitable dose was found to 

be 3.07 mCi. For age group 25-30 years, thyroid scan was 

acquired with minimum injected activity of 3.07 mCi in 

maximum 4 min whereas for 30 - 50 years patients the 

minimal dose of injected activity was found to be 4.2 mCi. 

The results revealed that instead of presently used Tc-99m 

dose of 3 -10 mCi to get a thyroid scan in 1 to 4 min, the 

same scan can be acquired with a dose of 2 - 3 mCi in an 

acquisition time of 4 to 8 min [42]. The present study, 

suggests that by increasing time of acquisition for thyroid 

scan, saving of 50 to 60% activity dose is possible for 

scanning of more patients along with alleviation of the 

hazardous effects attributed to high dose exposure.  

 

4. Conclusions   

      Medical imaging procedures are an imperative 

source of exposure to ionizing radiations. By using 

ongoing technological advances to lower the doses 

required to achieve the same effect, 120 patients  of 

different age groups (from 10 – 50 years) were scanned 

with different doses of Technitium-99m ranging from 1 to 

5 mCi for different duration of exposure to radiation. 

Gamma camera Infinia Hawkeye-4 SPECT/CT was used 

to investigate Technitium-99m uptake measurements by 

thyroid. The results revealed that instead of presently used 

Technitium-99m dose of 3 - 10 mCi to get a thyroid scan 

in 1–4 min, the same scan can be acquired with a dose of 

2 - 3 mCi in an acquisition time of 4 - 8 min. thereby 

saving approximately 55% activity. In the growing use of 

medical procedures these findings have important 

implications in performing thyroid scan with a reduced 

dose of lowest activity to save patients, attendants and 

general public from hazardous effects of over dose of 

radioactive materials.   
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Table 1: Number of Patients treated Technitium-99m for thyroid scan 

 

 
Technitium-99m Dose 

Age Group 

(years) 

1-2 

(mCi) 

2-3 

(mCi) 

3-4 

(mCi) 

4-5 

(mCi) 

10-15 2 2 1 1 

15-20 2 1 1 1 

20-25 5 4 6 3 

25-30 6 8 6 5 

30-35 7 7 5 6 

35-40 6 4 5 5 

40-45 1 2 5 5 

45-50 1 2 1 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Dose of Technetium-99m versus acquisition count rate 
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Fig. 2. Dose of Technetium-99m versus Acquisition time 
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